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as paranormal," says Dr. Agor, "it is in fact partly a product

training, and education over the years combined with skills

side."

definition may seem sensible enough, if you're a newcomer

ou might still have some reservations. Sure you've had your

and gut hunches. But admittedly those moments are as

as tornadoes, and some of them didn't turn out to be the

genius they originally seemed to be.

estions that need to be answered concerning intuition are the

ny good business tool: Is it trustworthy? Can I use it? The

h is yes.

lNTgIT»N: MAGIC OR AN EXECUTIVE'S

MOST t jEFUL tool?
E)emy^ ying intuition is not the easiest thing to do. After all, what is
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than suddenly being provided with all the answers and all the

f^ correcCdecis )ns you could use? One of the best stories of business intuition
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ad Hilton, founder of the hotel chain. When he was bidding

evens Hotel in Chicago, a number suddenly popped into his
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a case like'jjhis, maybe it W«s. But for a mdment let's adh

of intuition that argues that the flash or hunch only surfa

onscious mind completes a process very much like conscious
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afford to p^ , and what he foresaw the hotel eventually being worth to him.

But tft^re-w 5 other information that was also being compiled. Details con-

cerning the: ther bidders: how liquid their companies currently were, how
muchr^theyj iveted the hotel. Possibly he had met some of the other bidders

in the pasli heir personalities were figured into the equation. Maybe from

walkiftt)^ ard nd town he had gotten a feel for the financial health of Chicago

in general I d his subconscious factored that in also. Once everything fell

into p^ce^jmgo . . . out popped a figure that his conscious mind picked up.

Tfiis h«30thesized scenario of Hilton's inner workings demonstrates

what(J^illMGoldberg, author of The Intuitive Edge, feels to be the advantage

of in®itio™l decision making: "Intuition . . . can work with information

that ijSjnot^nsciously available, that may have been stored in the past or
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B ring up the subject of intuition in conversation and you cai ^retilhat ^
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you'll hear stories best accompanied by the theme music from "Th< twilight

Zone." Tales of almost eerie precognition in which people someho

information that they couldn't possibly have known by ordinary

the past, if you were interested in the subject of intuition you ha

,^ ,

I
Yet' ii^^ cuAou^ leap ^im the OuijaHfibard to the

you would now be more likely to finH ir>Formation on ilie i:u1you would r

venerable stacks of the Wharton or I^aryarrV Business Schooliioi

while, top-level executives around the country a^ mal^ng it.^hi ^£ i:

nizations such as Tenneco, Walt Disney, and even the National i Seci^ty

Agency is Weston Agor, Ph.D., professor of public administratii 5 at"^he

University of Texas, El Paso, and author of Intuition in Organizations: k !

Win^pd
Managing Productively . To Dr. Agor, intuition is the key to success in imsirwss.

But what exactly is it? "Basically, I define intuition as knowing si mething

for certain without knowing it for sure," he says. r ^
What Dr. Agor is referring to is that gut-level feeling we've J^Xperi-

enced, which, when it happens, delivers up an answer or decisioi^Sraf^e

somehow know is correct. What is particularly amazing is that thaptuitive

decision often seems more correct than many thoroughly weij Bd-fjmd

analyzed decisions. In other words, we seem to be certain it is rj^ even

though we have no hard data to prove it for certain. "And while sori Epe<jple
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as paranormal/' says Dr. Agor, "it is in fact partly a product

training, and education over the years combined with skills

side."

definition may seem sensible enough, if you're a newcomer

ou might still have some reservations. Sure you've had your

es and gut hunches. But admittedly those moments are as

as tornadoes, and some of them didn't turn out to be the

genius they originally seemed to be.

estions that need to be answered concerning intuition are the

ny good business tool: Is it trustworthy? Can 1 use it? The

h is yes.
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involy^ Co rad Hilton, founder of the hotel chain. When he was bidding

evens Hotel in Chicago, a number suddenly popped into his
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a case like'jjhis, maybe it W«s. But for a moment let's adh^e

of intuition that argues that the flash or hunch only surfares

onscious mind completes a process very much like conscious
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and what he foresaw the hotel eventually being worth to him.

But tl^re-w 3 other information that was also being compiled. Details con-

cerning the ther bidders: how liquid their companies currently were, how
muchrtheyj iveted the hotel. Possibly he had met some of the other bidders

in the pasti "heir personalities were figured into the equation. Maybe from

walkiftfe ard nd town he had gotten a feel for the financial health of Chicago

in gerreral^ d his subconscious factored that in also. Once everything fell

into p^cejmso . . . out popped a figure that his conscious mind picked up.

"Ffiis ha pothesized scenario of Hilton's inner workings demonstrates

what(J3hilla Goldberg, author of The Intuitive Edge, feels to be the advantage

of inGMtioa 1 decision making: "Intuition . . . can work with information

that Ls.not ^nsciously available, that may have been stored in the past or
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B ring up the subject of intuition in conversation and you cai ^el ilhat ^
you'll hear stories best accompanied by the theme music from "Th< Swilight

Zone." Tales of almost eerie precognition in which people someho

information that they couldn't possibly have known by ordinary

the past, if you were interested in the subject of intuition you ha
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you would now be more likely to finH information on Mie £ul

venerable stacks of the Wharton or I'laryarfj Business ScKooJl-oi

while, top-level executives around the country a^ mafeng iti^hi jC \Z
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nizations such as Tenneco, Walt Disney, and even the Nationa; Secv^rjty

Agency is Weston Agor, Ph.D., professor of public administratii 5 at'^he

University of Texas, El Paso, and author oi Intuition in Organizations: k Isdin^pd

Managing Productively . To Dr. Agor, intuition is the key to success in msirwrss.

But what exactly is it? "Basically, I define intuition as knowing sj mething

for certain without knowing it for sure," he says.

What Dr. Agor is referring to is that gut-level feeling we've ^experi-
enced, which, when it happens, delivers up an answer or decisioi^pTHf^e

somehow know is correct. What is particularly amazing is that theytuitive

decision often seems more correct than many thoroughly weijj &d-rjmd

analyzed decisions. In other words, we seem to be certain it is rj ^ even

though we have no hard data to prove it for certain. "And while sor Epe<jple
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